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The most
effective learning

MaxWhere VR platform

Best teamwork
ever



30% more
team power

50% faster 
sharing

50% better
comprehension

3D
visualization





Scientific 
discovery

  
MaxWhere activates 

the 3D module of  
the brain leading to  

30% extra  
cognitive power. 

The same boom as  
when DOS was  

upgraded to  
Windows.

30% extra brain power



50% faster 
sharing

 One-click sharing of your  
project spaces  

including all documents, 
online content, web apps 
and any corner of the web 

used in your project. 

Based on a comparison with a variety of online platforms in a study conducted by the  
VR Learning Research Group at Szechenyi Istvan University.



50% more 
comprehension

The 3D arrangement and the  
varying sizes of the Smart Tables 

guarantee a very natural and  
quick top-down view. 

Based on a comparison with a variety of online platforms in a study conducted by the  
VR Learning Research Group at Szechenyi Istvan University.



The WebTables also have different  
sizes to reflect the structure of the  
project and the relative importance  

of the different kinds of content. 

The Smart WebTables 
 are positioned and  

grouped based on the  
context of your specific  
collaborative workflow.



30% more effective teamwork

One-click switching between 
teams & project spaces  
including all documents 

Unlimited video calls 
 & chats 

Unlimited space and  
monitors  

for your projects 

Based on a comparison with a variety of online platforms in a study conducted by  
the VR Learning Research Group at 
Szechenyi Istvan University

Easy & Clickless 
navigation in your project 



One-click
  

Powerful combination of online 
 apps and a huge variety of 

collaborative websites 
(Teamwork, Slack, ASANA,Trello, 

Google drive, Office 365, 
 appear.in, Hangouts.........) 

Combine & Integrate
the best of your 

Web tools



High-fidelity simulation of  
laboratories and  

industrial environments



Ceremony at the Hungarian 
Parlament 2016

Opening Session at conference 
with over 1,000 presentations, 

IEEE SMC 2017

Custom-designed spaces for  
board meetings, conferences, gala events 

 and online exhibits 



It's fun, too!
Have a break and take a rest together in 



Unique power

30%  more effective teamwork

50%   faster sharing and comprehension 

30%  improvement in attention

+ 3D  interactive visualization

Based on a comparison with a variety of e-learning platforms in a study conducted by  
the VR Learning Research Group at Szechenyi Istvan University.

+ online tools - fast integration

MaxWhere Browser-23 & Where Object Model & CogiNav technology



Info@maxwhere.com

MaxWhere.com


